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'We've been sold a dud': small firms suffer decline in post-Brexit exports
• Businesses beset by ‘nightmare’ combination of mounting costs and paperwork as well as delivery delays.
• Small businesses have reported a marked drop in exports to the EU as another company bemoaned the post-

Brexit “nightmare” of delivery delays and increased costs.
• The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB), a lobby group, said 35 of the 132 exporters it surveyed had temporarily 

suspended trade with the EU or stopped it permanently. One in 10 of the exporters surveyed said they were also 
considering giving up trade with EU customers.

• Some smaller business have been badly affected by the overnight change in trade rules on 31 December, with 
new paperwork and a rush to secure delivery space causing widespread delays and extra costs. UK exports to the 
EU fell by 41% in January, according to government figures.

• One option available to larger companies is setting up a warehouse in the EU in order to fulfil orders from 
customers in the bloc. However, this would represent a major cost for smaller companies and could mean they 
have to hold more inventory to be able to offer the same range of products.

Walmart Teams Up With Saladworks on Foodservice
• Walmart is opening as many as 60 Saladworks kitchens and eateries in its U.S. stores.
• Saladworks teamed up with Ghost Kitchen Brands to double the Saladworks footprint across the United States 

and Canada. The signed agreement will bring 60 non-traditional locations to the U.S. and 30 to Canada by the end 
of 2021. Many of these new kitchens will live inside Walmart stores offering some seating, and all locations 
included in the deal will offer carry-out and third-party delivery.

Kroger aims to double digital sales by end of 2023
Kroger, hosting an investor conference, has outlined its strategy to improve profitability of online grocery and double 
digital sales by the end of 2023. In 2020, Kroger’s digital sales more than doubled to over USD10 billion, accounting 
for around 7% of the retailer’s total sales. Kroger also plans to grow its ads business to drive an alternative revenue 
stream and offset the cost of online grocery orders.
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Aggressive carriers 'biting the hand that feeds them' as importers shun China
• There are growing signs that the sky-high freight prices on the Asia-Europe trades may be beginning to structurally 

undermine it, as European importers begin to look for alternatives to sourcing from China.
• Keith Gaskin, group commercial director of Seko Logistics in the UK, said: “I am seeing importers in the UK and 

Europe actively telling their merchandisers to look for near-shoring solutions, because the freight rates from Asia 
have reached such heights it is making their business untenable.

• “Carriers have now realised they are in a position to control the market – by restricting capacity they can control the 
rates. But by taking this ultra-aggressive approach, I am worried that they are biting the hand that feeds them.

• “The Chinese government is now concerned because it understands the country’s volumes as a sourcing location 
could be under threat if freight rates remain too high for much longer.”

• And, although he said his “gut feeling is that rates are beginning to drop”, they still remain at levels that make it 
simply uneconomic to ship products, said Mr Gaskin.

• “And while the carriers may want to hold on to these high rates, their behaviour has meant that shippers are 
diversifying from the deepsea trades,” he said.

Semiconductor bottlenecks threatens recovery momentum
• A severe shortage in semiconductors – a vital part of the microchips found in cars, smartphones, PCs and more – is 

creating supply chain disruption that look set to plague manufacturing for at least the rest of 2021.
• Semiconductors have become increasingly important in most electronics over the decades since their invention in 

the 1960s. Over the last decade, global demand growth has been as strong as ever, primarily as smartphones, tablets 
and other consumer electronics became must-have items. 

• The shortages have led to production closures. Ford cancelled shifts at two plants and faces a profit hit of up to 
$2.5bn this year as a result of the shortage and GM expects a similar $2bn decline in profitability. Nissan has reduced 
production in Mexico and in January 2021, while Fiat Chrysler, Honda and Volkswagen have variously reduced 
production or warned of the impact on production, particularly in North America.
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Where will ‘disruptive innovation’ take the retail business?
• Many believe that Clayton M. Christensen’s theory of “disruptive innovation” is one of, if not the most, important 

business ideas of the current century.
• Advancements in technology are being tested and adopted by retail and consumer brand businesses at a pace unlike 

any other in history. Those who embrace technology’s potential see tools enabling them to increasingly anticipate 
and meet future change from a position of relative strength. The shock that hit retail last year when the novel 
coronavirus pandemic spread across the U.S. and the world has borne out this hypothesis in practice.

• Solutions enabling seamless shopping experiences and fulfillment, frictionless commerce and shoppable media are 
demonstrations to one degree or another of the disruptive innovation process in real time. Examples include:
o Scan, pay and go
o Smart vending
o Autonomous delivery
o Social commerce

• In the near-term, the most impactful innovations that affect retail shopping will be technology that enables 
contactless and more convenient experiences. Scan and go or shop and go technology will be much more pervasive 
in the next few years. From a longer-term perspective, autonomous delivery will have a big impact on retail and the 
shopping experience. Autonomous/robot technology is already replacing humans for repetitive, predictable tasks in 
warehouses and even on retail sales floors.

Lululemon ends year strong as digital sales nearly double; upbeat on Q1
Amid its rapid growth in e-commerce, Lululemon is also pursuing brick-and-mortar expansion. The activewear retailer 
plans to open between 40 and 50 stores globally in its current fiscal year, with about half of the locations in Mainland 
China. Lululemon's net revenue increased 24% to $1.7 billion in the quarter ended February 2, beating analysts 
estimates of $1.66. Revenue rose 21% in North America and 47% internationally. Total comparable sales increased 21%, 
Lululemon’s direct-to-consumer net revenue increased 94%, and represented 52% of total net revenue, compared to 
33% in the year-ago period. Comment – this is in line with the phenomenal growth of the home gym sector.
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Chipotle and Toyota Funding Nuro's Last-Mile Mission
• A restaurant chain and automobile manufacturer were revealed as new investors in Nuro,                                       

the autonomous vehicle startup that has partnerships with Walmart, Kroger and CVS                                            
Health.

• Nuro announced a $500 million Series C funding round last November, but at the time                                          
didn’t disclose key investors. On March 25, the five-year-old company whose mission is                                          
to fundamentally change the last mile of local delivery, said Chipotle Mexican Grill and                                     
Woven Capital, part of Toyota’s venture capital group, were among the new investors. It was the first investment 
from Woven Capital, which was established in January 2021 with a focus on safe mobility.

Amazon airline ATSG touts red-hot business for cargo jet leases
Online retailer’s investment in Air Transport Services Group could be final in May.
• Executives at Air Transport Services Group, which provides aircraft and outsourced cargo transport for Amazon’s 

private airline, say the rise in pandemic-related e-commerce is stimulating heavy demand for flying and leasing 
Boeing 767 freighters, and that new long-term leases will provide ongoing revenue long after the current freight peak 
subsides.

• The provider of bundled air transport services is completely sold out with 15 leases this year, including 11 for 
Amazon, and already has firm orders for nine of the midsize widebody aircraft next year, Chief Commercial Officer 
Mike Berger said Wednesday during an investor presentation. The company, headquartered in Wilmington, Ohio, has 
capacity for a few more leases in 2022 and is seeing interest from several customers for leases beginning as far out as 
2025, he added.

Kansas City Southern expands Mexico rail service
The proposed $29 billion merger between Canadian Pacific and Kansas City Southern aims to capitalize on an expected 
increase in the flow of trade among the U.S., Canada and Mexico. The merger would create the first company with a rail 
network spanning all three countries and enhance the facilitation of the movement of goods across the three nations. 
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FRA extends DEIS comment period for proposed Northeast Maglev system
• The Federal Railroad Administration and the Maryland Department of                                                           

Transportation Maryland Transit Administration have extended the public                                                      
comment period for the environmental review of the private-sector                                                               
Baltimore-Washington Superconducting Magnetic Levitation Project                                                                
(SCMAGLEV). The public comment period will now run through May 24,                                                           
according to a press release.

• Earlier this month FRA and MDOT MTA announced the schedule for a trio of public hearings in April on the 
SCMAGLEV DEIS. The hearings will be held virtually April 6, 8 and 10.

• The system would include two terminal stations — one in Baltimore and one in Washington — as well as an 
intermediate station at the Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport. In addition, the system 
would require other facilities, including one trainset maintenance facility, two maintenance-of-way facilities, fresh 
air and emergency egress facilities, substations, wayside system facilities and stormwater management.

• The SCMAGLEV would operate on both underground and elevated guideway, according to the DEIS.

CN, Watco agree on sale of rail lines in Ontario, Wisconsin and Michigan
• CN and Watco announced today they've reached an agreement for the sale of non-core lines and assets on the Soo 

subdivision in Ontario, and about 650 miles of branch lines of Wisconsin Central in WI and MI.
• The agreement marks the conclusion of a sale process that CN announced and launched in July 2020.
• On the Soo subdivision, the sale involves about 250 miles of track between Sault Ste. Marie and Oba, Ontario. 

Watco will continue freight operations as well as operate the Agawa Canyon Train Tour. 
• In both the United States and Ontario, CN will continue to play a central role as the transferred segments will 

remain connected to its tri-coastal network, CN officials said.
• The acquisition of the U.S. rail lines is subject to the Surface Transportation Board's approval. Watco officials have 

signed a memorandum of understanding with the Missanabie Cree First Nation regarding partnership opportunities 
for the Algoma Central Railway.
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Study puts data behind truck driver shortage
• “Is the U.S. logistics industry facing a dire shortage of commercial truck drivers?” the researchers ask in the opening 

pages of their report, titled Drivers Wanted: Using Data to Understand the Commercial Truck Driver Shortage. The 
research examines carrier challenges, job posting trends, demographic issues, the competitive landscape, and 
complications from the Covid-19 pandemic as a way to understand the broader issue of a driver shortage and offer 
ways to potentially solve the problem. Some study highlights include:
o New competition from warehousing has had a major impact on commercial trucking. While heavy and tractor 

trailer trucking has seen around nine new job postings for every hire, warehousing sees two hires for every one 
job posting, according to the report.

o As a result of Covid-19, overall demand for trucking was down 38% in 2020 (compared to 2019), but so was the 
requisite interest in these jobs, according to the report.

o Nearly 4 million job postings require a Commercial Driver’s License (CDL), according to the research. By 
removing barriers to entry, such as helping new recruits get a CDL, firms can more effectively attract young 
workers to help replace the aging driver workforce, the authors wrote.

• Coyote conducted the research in cooperation with labor market analytics firm Emsi.

‘Even stronger summer than last year’ sends driver pay higher
• Crete Carrier and Shaffer Trucking has announced a pay increase for drivers in its regional and national over-the-road 

fleets starting May 1. New OTR drivers will now see pay rates between 59 and 65 cents per mile depending on their 
level of experience. The fleets’ pay program uses “practical miles,” which the company on Friday said results in “an 
average of 3-5% more than pay based on short route miles.” The increase applies to all solo, team and owner-operator 
drivers on per-mile pay plans in the national and regional OTR fleets.

• The carrier said the pay increase will place the top half of its OTR drivers at an average annual pay rate of $89,300.
• Crete Carrier President and COO Tim Aschoff, in a notification on the company blog, attributed the pay increase to “an 

expected economic recovery as the nation begins to emerge from the COVID-driven downturn.” “We are at the cusp of 
a rising tide here. It’s going to be an even stronger summer than last year.”
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Will intermodal freight cost advantage be enough to grow beyond 2021?
• This past week FreightWaves rail and intermodal freight expert Mike Baudendistel wrote about the newly released 

Intermodal Contract Savings Index, which compares                                                                            
all-in dry van to intermodal contract rates, and                                                                                
broke down the reasons intermodal has a decisive                                                                             
cost advantage when the freight market tightens,                                                                             
reports Baudendistel via FreightWaves.com. The                                                                               
cost differential expanded to 22.7% in December.                                                                             
Trucking pricing tends to be much more volatile                                                                              
thanks to much more dynamic networks and                                                                                     
customer base. 

• Intermodal shipping is dominated by the largest                                                                              
shippers in the U.S. and operates on a more static                                                                           
network, which gains higher cost efficiency than                                                                             
trucking over longer-mileage runs, as further explained by the Association of American Railroads. Trucking has a 
decisive advantage on shorter, irregular runs moving in or out of less populated regions, which are also core reasons to 
view lane-by-lane market data too. 

Railcar scarcity now driving LA–LB port congestion: terminal operators
A severe shortage of railcars in Los Angeles–Long Beach is causing rail container dwell times to double, which is further 
stressing already-congested terminals and inhibiting the ability of the terminals to ship imports to inland rail hubs.

Savannah port adding capacity to address congestion
The Georgia Ports Authority has approved $205 million in capital expenditures to address the congestion slowing down the 
supply chain through the port of Savannah. New container prices surge to record highs amid five-month order backlog
The average price for a 20-foot dry container is up around 50 percent since last year.
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Virginia inks deal with Amtrak, CSX, VRE to expand rail service
• Virginia officials have finalized agreements with Amtrak, CSX and the Virginia Railway Express (VRE) to launch a $3.7 

billion rail-expansion program aimed at improving passenger-, commuter- and freight-rail service.
• The plan is designed to create a "vital connection" in the U.S. national rail network between the Northeast and 

Southeast corridors, according to a press release issued by Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam.

Global warehousing costs set to rise as capacity slips behind demand
• Shippers and consignees need to brace themselves for a significant increase in US warehousing costs, according to 

real estate giant CBRE.
• It warned that rampant demand, coupled with tight supply and rising construction costs, could drive up warehousing 

rents by 10% this year.
• And the scramble for warehouse capacity is not confined to North America. UK market research firm Interact 

Analysis predicts double-digit growth in the global warehouse and fulfilment sector over the next five years.
• Its analysts expect the global warehouse building stock to reach 180,000 units by 2025, with more than half located 

in China, India, the US, Japan and Germany.
• The most powerful driver behind demand is the e-commerce juggernaut, which has kicked off a feverish scramble for 

fulfilment centres. In the US, online retail sales were up 62% in January, and the National Retail Federation projects 
double-digit growth in retail imports through to June.

• The e-commerce growth trajectory should flatten as consumers return to stores and spend more on services, but 
there is broad agreement that a lot of the migration to online shopping channels prompted by the pandemic will not 
fully reverse.

• Prologis estimates that global e-commerce will clock steady gains of 150 basis points annually over the next five 
years, while in-store retail will need to build up rapid replenishment operations to remain competitive. Its analysts 
estimate a 3-4 billion sq ft modern logistics footprint will be needed between now and 2020.

• Currently there is about 190m sq ft of large warehouse space under construction in North America, but 43.7% of 
that has already been pre-leased.
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CBRE report examines impact of the pandemic on big box industrial real estate market
• Driven by the COVID-19 pandemic bringing about a significant, and perhaps permanent, shift in e-commerce activity, 

the “big box” building sector emerged as a prime beneficiary of this shift, as occupiers moved into these buildings “to 
serve a rapidly growing online consumer base and increase their safety stock to avoid inventory disruptions that 
plagued the last year,” according to a recent report issued by Los Angeles-based industrial real estate firm CBRE. 

• CBRE highlighted how e-commerce retailers inked a new record amount of big box facility deals, with 3PLs expanding 
in logistics hub markets, in order to better serve growing customer bases, which, in turn, led to robust absorption of 
space, higher taking rent, and lower direct vacancy rates for big box product (despite a large amount of new 
development), with all of these factors leading to record low industrial cap rates.

• For 2020, CBRE’s indicated that industrial real estate transactions saw annual across the board gains, for all big box 
segments it tracks, including: 200,000-to-499,000f², from 150.6 to 158.8; 500,000f²-to-749,999 SF, from 50.5 to 90.0; 
750,000+f², from 78.9 to 100.8, with the total number of transactions rising from 280.0 in 2019 to 349.3 in 2020.

• Not surprisingly, 3PL’s slotted highest for 2020 North American occupier transaction market share, at 25.8%. Rounding 
out the top five were e-commerce only, at 27.1%, general retail & wholesale, at 24.7%. food & beverage, at 9.7%, and 
automobiles, tires & parts, at 3.9%.

• As for direct vacancy rates, the report found that the 200,000-to-499,000 SF segment saw the rate go from 5.0% in 
2019 to 4.4% in 2020, with the 500,000 SF-to-749,999 SF segment going from 5.9% to 5.2% for the same period. And 
the 750,000+SF segment went from 5.1% to 4.5%, with the cumulative direct vacancy rate going from 5.2% in 2019 to 
4.6% in 2020.   

• Looking at 2020 transaction volume by markets, for big box facilities, CBRE reported that the Inland Empire led the 
way, at 42.5 million SF, followed by Southern NJ/Eastern PA, a 41.8 million SF, Chicago, at 41.1 million SF, Dallas/Ft. 
Worth, at 34.9 million SF, and Atlanta, at 30.6 million SF. And the top five markets for 2020 direct vacancy rates were 
Toronto, at 0.3%, Montreal, at 1.1%, Northern/Central NJ, at 1.3%, Seattle, at 2.0%, and Los Angeles County, at 2.3%.

• Another trend cited was related to the “HD TV” effect, which also related to food consumption, as grocery stores, 
quick service restaurants, and new formats and new restaurant types emerged over the course of the pandemic. 
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Suez is Cleared, But Global Ocean Cargo Supply Chains Will Remain Under Pressure, Say Experts
• With reroutes further complicating scheduling, boats currently making their way around Africa will soon join the 

competition for limited discharge capacity at ports where supply chain breakdowns will take place in the weeks 
ahead.

• Apparel, sports equipment, automotive, and consumer electronics are all on track for disruption.
• “Just because your cargo is moving again doesn’t mean you can breathe easy,” says Jett McCandless, CEO of 

project44.. “understanding and monitoring port congestion over the next few weeks will inform us about how large 
the shockwaves from this incident are going to be. As this saga unfolds, it will take on increasingly global 
proportions.”

• JLL’s Global Head of Supply Chain & Logistics Solutions, Rich Thompson, told SCMR that the recent blockage of the 
Suez Canal by a large container ship highlights the fact that the strangest things can happen in supply chain and often 
do. “When it comes to global trade, ocean shipping accounts for 80% of the movement of goods and there are only 
two ‘shortcuts’—the Suez Canal completed in 1869 and the Panama Canal completed in 1914,” he says.

• There are two terms that everyone learns when studying supply chain management.  The first is ‘bottleneck’ and this 
is a vivid example of a bottleneck.  The second is ‘bullwhip effect’ which refers to the backend consequences of such 
a problem or mistake. The bullwhip effect related to this will essentially mean that consumers will face certain 
shortages of products in the near-term and will be paying more for those products in the mid-term.

Financial Settlement in the Wake of The Suez Canal Crisis
• Now that the logjam at the Suez Canal has been cleared, businesses with goods aboard the vessel - in addition to 

other ships delayed by the blockage – will begin the claims process to recoup losses from damaged cargo and general 
average losses.

• As the vessel is chartered, the responsibility for the expense incurred in the recovery operation; third party liability 
and the cost of repair (if any) is the owners. Mark Robinson, president at UPS Capital, told SCMR in an interview that 
the time of reckoning has just begun.
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Eureka, another container ship en route to Long Beach, delayed
• Mechanical problem on Maersk vessel kicks back arrival date for Nike shoes and other sought-after consumer 

products.
• Nike and other major U.S. importers just got another kick in the shins. The arrival of the Maersk Eureka at the Port 

of Long Beach, California, will be delayed by about three weeks because of a mechanical problem at sea.
• The notice of the latest delay came from MSC Mediterranean Shipping Co., which told customers Thursday, “Maersk 

has informed us that the container ship Maersk Eureka, deployed on our Sequoia service, had to stop at sea due to a 
damaged fuel pump.” 

Concerns over increased container shortages
• In addition to the concern for what will happen to the bananas that are on the water by the Suez Canal, is what will 

happen with all the containers that are currently being delayed. “Here in Ecuador, we have already been having 
issues with container availability, and with these added delays we will likely see the problem worsen in the coming 
weeks. This means that this issue won’t only impact the exporters who ship to the Middle East, but also all other 
exporters who ship their products anywhere. The effects could reach everyone, unfortunately,” Hugo Castro of 
GinaFruit says.

Shipping Companies Counting Cost of Suez Chaos
• The owners and charterers of ships unable to sail through the Suez Canal for nearly a week face at least $24 million in 

expenses they will be unable to recoup as their insurance policies do not cover them, industry sources say.
• Up to 400 ships, which include oil tankers and vessels carrying goods to consumers that had been stuck, are counting 

the cost after traffic through Egypt’s Suez Canal was halted for six days. 
• Ships typically have various types of insurance, including protection & indemnity (P&I) for pollution and injury claims. 

Separate hull and machinery policies cover vessels against physical damage.
• “Both exclude loss of earnings,”

Captain
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Buttigieg vows to help US exporters resolve supply chain woes
• U.S. Secretary of Transportation Pete Buttigieg pledged to step into the fray to help resolve a dispute between vessel 

operators and U.S. exporters over container pricing and availability.
• Testifying before the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee on Thursday on the Biden administration’s 

infrastructure priorities, Buttigieg was asked by lawmakers what he could do to expedite a solution to the congestion 
that has been going on for months — particularly at West Coast ports — and that exporters say is costing millions of 
dollars in spoiled cargo.

• “This is a concern and one that I think has reached a new level of urgency given some of the backups that we’ve seen, 
especially in the Northwest but really impacting the whole U.S. economy,” Buttigieg said.

Suez Canal reopening triggers rush on ports around the world
• The resumed passage through the Suez Canal has the maritime cargo industry bracing for the next phase of the crisis 

– a race to ports around the world. Data from supply chain visibility company project44 indicates that consumer 
goods will be delayed as the canal incident creates worsening congestion at ports.

• Project44 has published cargo data and route information that highlights where the post-Suez competition for 
docking capacity will be the most intense. Ports including Jeddah, Rotterdam, and Singapore are likely to be 
overwhelmed.

• Vessel data released by project44 details the retail value of the cargo stuck in transit,                                    
currently at over $83 billion. With reroutes further complicating scheduling, boats                                          
currently making their way around Africa will soon join the competition for limited                                          
discharging capacity at ports where supply chain breakdowns will take place in the                                           
weeks ahead.

• Although Egyptian officials say the backlog of ships waiting to transit through should                                       
be cleared in around three days, experts believe the knock-on effect on global                                                  
shipping could take weeks or even months to resolve.
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US ports, shippers face major fallout from Suez Canal chaos
• Nearly a third of Asian export boxes shipped to the East Coast transit the Suez Canal.
• The mega-container ship Ever Given is finally free. The Suez Canal is unblocked. Problem solved? Not even close. The 

problems for container lines and shippers have just begun. In the U.S. market, East Coast cargo flows will bear the 
brunt of the fallout, although it will be felt nationwide.

• Most of the boxes transiting the Suez Canal move from Asia to Europe. But the waterway also handles very 
significant volumes from Southeast Asia and India to the East Coast.

• Asian containers head to the East Coast along one of three competing ocean routes: via the Panama Canal, the Suez 
Canal or to the West Coast (with cross-country transport by truck or rail). The Panama Canal Authority (ACP) tracks 
the market share of each route.

• To gauge East Coast exposure, American Shipper cross-referenced Asia-Suez-East Coast services against 
announcements on ships at anchor (prior to Monday’s reopening) or rerouted around the Cape of Good Hope. The 
list implies extensive schedule disruptions.

• A key risk to ports in the weeks and months ahead is “vessel bunching,” when ships go off schedule and arrive too 
close together, filling up anchorages. This will occur at box ports in the wake of the Suez crisis as the canal queue 
unwinds — first at European ports, then at East Coast ports.

• Carriers will unload cargoes for multiple European ports at one port in order to get ships back to Asia quicker, then 
use feeders or other means to get the boxes to the right port. (This strategy is much easier in Europe than on the 
East Coast, where there are no intra-U.S. ocean feeder services.)

• When an event severely disrupts a liner service, the carrier can                                                             
get back on schedule by “blanking” entire sailings, omitting port                                                            
calls or deploying “extra loaders” (ships not in the regular service).

• The charter market for container ships is largely sold out, meaning                                                          
that extra loaders can’t cure canal disruptions. There is no way to                                                          
find two weeks’ worth of lost capacity now.
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How will the Suez Canal crisis affect the global supply chain?
• According to Drewry Shipping 5% of sailings in the past three weeks were cancelled because of the Suez Canal 

incident, with carriers from all major alliances affected. Before the Ever Given was dislodged from the banks of the 
canal, some carriers diverted their vessels to the Cape of Good Hope, which can add up to two weeks to a journey.

• The International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) said the crisis has laid bare the “fragility of global supply chains and 
emphasized how important the container shipping sector is to the global economy.

• Guy Platten, Secretary General of the ICS, said the crisis has “shone a spotlight” on the delicate nature of cargo traffic.
• “The literal ‘pinch point’ of Suez is a prime example of how an unexpected incident can disrupt the finely balanced 

system that we all rely on. “The majority of trade between Asia and Europe still relies on the Suez Canal, and given 
that vital goods including vital medical equipment and PPE, are moving via these ships we call on the Egyptian 
authorities do all they can to reopen the canal as soon as possible.”

• Platten also warned that the crisis will cause “significant” damage to the global supply chain as the vessels waiting at 
anchor will be delayed arriving at European ports, which will cause further economic challenges.

Suez Crisis, what does it mean for UK rail freight?
• The vast scale of these ships puts extreme pressure on their ports of call, with 20,000 TEU being a mammoth 

operation for shore-side handling. Rail freight alone would take around 130 trains to distribute the entire cargo. Sister 
ship Ever Glory is already in dock at Felixstowe, having sailed broadly the same route through the Suez Canal earlier in 
March. That ship also called at Rotterdam prior to docking at the English port.

• In perspective, the mountain of 11,000 containers of government ordered personal protective equipment, much of it 
backed up at Felixstowe during the pandemic, amounts to little more than a half load for these ships.

• The non-arrival of Ever Given, and the huge traffic jam in the Gulf of Suez, means that shipping bound for UK ports is 
stalled, or at best significantly delayed by re-routing around the Cape of Good Hope. At best, British ports can expect 
a surge of traffic in mid-April. That will put considerable strain on the handling capacity of UK rail freight operators. 
Moving train loads to inland distribution hubs, is something that planners are already considering.
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Will Panama Canal avoid Suez-type logjam?
• The Suez Canal is open again, now that the container ship Ever Given has been refloated. Could the same thing 

happen to the maritime world’s other shortcut, the Panama Canal? 
• According to Ricaurte Morales, CEO of the Panama Canal Authority: 

o “We are a freshwater canal with locks. The Suez is depending more on the ocean tide. The soil here is 
essentially rock, so we dredge day in and out to make sure we have adequate draft. We are more confined 
and have a defined watershed.

o “When vessels close into the locks, we take control of the vessel. The Gaillard Cut [also called the Culebra 
Cut], is the only narrow part of the canal. We always have tugboat assistance. When the vessel is out of the 
cut, we make sure the lake level is high enough for the vessel to have enough clearance under keel. Our 
procedures are more complicated than the Suez. 

o “We also do not have large vessels like the Ever Given moving through the canal. The largest vessel we will 
have is in the neighborhood of 14,000 TEUs. We do not have VLCCs (very large crude carriers). The Suez does. 
So, the scale is different. In our canal routes, we move the workhorse vessels.”

o The section of the Suez Canal where the Ever Given was located is the narrowest part of the canal and is the 
equivalent to our Gaillard Cut. 

o That vessel is 5, 6 stories high and if you have crosswinds, the boxes work as a sail. How fast that sail effect 
moves the vessel depends on how fast the storm moves in. 

o There is another theory of sand going into intakes of the vessel and then hampering the engine operation. 
That is just speculation. But just with the wind effect, it’s a big factor.

o In Suez, the pilot works as an adviser to the master. Here at the Panama Canal, we take control of the vessels. 
The Panama Canal is responsible. We have a vested interest in making sure that pilots do it well and all of the 
assistance is in place because we carry the liability. 

o “Unfortunately, one of the ripple effects as a result of the Suez blockage is the effect on cargo rates. Even 
though we had no role in this accident, we expect our insurance contracts to go up in the next renewal.”
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Shipping rates to soar, with a new Cape surcharge as ships are diverted
• Container spot rates from Asia to Europe look set to surge again, as carriers are obliged to blank sailings in response 

to the Suez Canal blockage.
• Shipping lines are considering introducing a Cape surcharge for vessels that are diverted around Africa to recover the 

extra cost of bunker fuel consumed in the additional seven to 10-day transit.
• Christoph Baumeister, senior trade manager, Asia/ISC Europe at Flexport, said the grounding of the Ever Given in the 

Suez Canal “had added even more pressure to already stressed supply chains”.
• “We’ve just seen the first carrier start to ship goods via the Cape of Good Hope which will add at least seven days 

additional transit time. An increase in rates is most likely over the next week, and once the blockage ends, 
congestion will be inevitable with many vessels arriving into ports at the same time,” said Mr Baumeister.

• On the transpacific, there is still no let-up in consumer demand – boosted by the distribution of $1,400 stimulus 
cheques – driving spot rates higher and obliging BCOs to accept much higher annual contract pricing from carriers.

• The FBX recorded a 13% jump in spot rates from Asia to the US west coast this week to $4,848 per 40 ft, although 
rates to the US east coast were flat at $5,724 per 40 ft.

• Comment – these rates exclude the SPGO penalties being levied where shippers are charged fees just to located and 
secure empty containers for export from Asian manufacturers. SPGO rates dropped from $1,500 to $800, and then 
went straight back to $1,600 when the Suez effect was registering.

Singapore port congestion pushing up waiting time, cargo rollovers and rates
• Major delays have now hit the port of Singapore, with congestion causing vessel turnaround times to more than 

double and week-long cargo rollovers. According to S&P Global Platts, waiting times for ultra-large container vessels 
of 18,000 teu and above are currently five-to-seven days from the normal two-day turnaround.

• And spot rates have increased as a result, Platts noted, with east coast North America rates, including priority 
loading, at US$10,000 to $15,000 per feu, some “$6,000 to $8,000 per feu higher than other main ports in South-
east Asia, such as Vietnam and Hong Kong”.
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Top 20 Convenience Store growth Chains in 2021
1. 7-Eleven Inc. Irving, Texas, 2021 Store Count: 9,372, 2020 Store Count: 9,070, Increase: 302 (3.3%)
2. Kwik Trip Inc., 2021 Store Count: 742, 2020 Store Count: 677, Increase: 65 (9.6%)
3. GPM Investments LLC, Richmond, Va., 2021 Store Count: 1,315, 2020 Store Count: 1,252, Increase: 63 (5%)
4. Bolla Oil Corp. (Tie), Garden City, N.Y., 2021 Store Count: 157, 2020 Store Count: 100, Increase: 57 (57%)
5. Tri Star Energy LLC (Tie), Nashville, Tenn., 2021 Store Count: 146, 2020 Store Count: 89, Increase: 57 (64%)
6. United Pacific, Long Beach, Calif., 2021 Store Count: 359, 2020 Store Count: 314, Increase: 45 (14.3%)
7. Casey's General Stores Inc., Ankeny, Iowa, 2021 Store Count: 2,233, 2020 Store Count: 2,191, Increase: 42 (1.9%) 
8. QuikTrip Corp. (Tie), Tulsa, Okla., 2021 Store Count: 859, 2020 Store Count: 822, Increase: 37 (4.5%)
9. Murphy USA Inc. (Tie), El Dorado, Ark., 2021 Store Count: 370, 2020 Store Count: 333, Increase: 37 (11.1%)
10. Love's Travel Stops & Country Stores, Oklahoma City, 2021 Store Count: 542, 2020 Store Count: 509, Increase: 33 

(6.5%)
11. Wawa Inc., Wawa, Pa., 2021 Store Count: 917, 2020 Store Count: 891, Increase: 26 (2.9%)
12. Croton Holding Co., Pittsburgh, 2021 Store Count: 153, 2020 Store Count: 134, Increase: 19 (14.2%)
13. Two Farms Inc. (Tie), Baltimore, 2021 Store Count: 245, 2020 Store Count: 227, Increase: 18 (7.9%)
14. United Refining Co. of Pennsylvania (Tie), Warren, Pa., 2021 Store Count: 224, 2020 Store Count: 206, Increase: 18 

(8.7%)
15. Sunoco LP, Dallas TX, 2021 Store Count: 81, 2020 Store Count: 66, Increase: 15 (22.7%)
16. Maverik Inc. (Tie), Salt Lake City UT, 2021 Store Count: 357, 2020 Store Count: 343, Increase: 14 (4.1%)
17. Hassan & Sons Inc. (Tie), Orange, Calif., 2021 Store Count: 107, 2020 Store Count: 93, Increase: 14 (15.1%)
18. Stewart's Shops Corp., Ballston Spa, N.Y., 2021 Store Count: 351, 2020 Store Count: 338, Increase: 13 (3.8%)
19. RaceTrac Petroleum Inc., Atlanta GA, 2021 Store Count: 566, 2020 Store Count: 554, Increase: 12 (2.2%)
20. Pilot Co., Knoxville, Tenn., 2021 Store Count: 699, 2020 Store Count: 688, Increase: 11 (1.6%)
The Convenience Store News Top 20 Growth Chains report is based on store count figures provided by TDLinx, a service 
of Nielsen. 
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How much does each dose cost?

How many doses do I need?

What technology is used?

How much has the U.S. spent on each?

How many of each will the U.S. get?

COVID-19 Doses
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Most US adults like telemedicine, but some are feeling tech fatigue
• About 62% of US telemedicine users were satisfied with their telemedicine care in                                            

December 2020, down from 73% at the onset of the pandemic in March 2020.                                                     
Despite the slight decline, telemedecine remains favorable, as a steady majority                                             
continues to be satisfied with remote care. (See graph to the right)

WHO: Health Workers Face Mental Health Challenges 
• The World Health Organization warned that doctors, nurses and medical staff                                                  

report higher levels of anxiety and depression. Meanwhile health care workers                                                
deaths reach 3,605, according to a KHN and Guardian investigation.

• As new coronavirus cases and deaths surge again across most regions of the                                                   
world, with new deaths rising by 5 percent over the past week, health-care                                                      
workers are facing mounting mental health challenges, the World Health                                                       
Organization warned Wednesday. Doctors, nurses and other medical staff now report higher levels of anxiety and 
depression than other professional groups, the WHO said in its weekly epidemiological report. The organization 
cited a recent study published by the British Medical Journal that found that insomnia, sleeping disorders and 
burnout were significant risk factors for covid-19 infection among health-care workers in six Western countries. 

Qld ends lockdown after one new local case – as it happened
• Queensland premier Annastacia Palaszczuk has announced the end of a snap lockdown in response to the Brisbane 

Covid outbreak. Some coronavirus restrictions have been expanded to the entire state in time for the Easter public 
holiday long weekend. 

• Queensland authorities have lifted the snap lockdown of greater Brisbane from noon on Thursday. People are now 
free to leave their homes for any reason, but some restrictions remain in place and have been expanded across 
Queensland – including the most remote parts of the state, where there have been no cases.

• The Queensland-wide restrictions are in place from 1 April and will likely remain until 15 April.
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Early trials for Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine against South African variant begin, NIH says
• The National Institutes of Health has officially begun early-stage trials of an investigational COVID-19 vaccine 

developed by Moderna to protect against a concerning coronavirus variant that was first identified in South Africa 
late last year.

• The NIH in a news release said the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, which is part of the NIH, has 
officially begun its Phase 1 clinical trial in adult volunteers, expecting to enroll some 210 healthy adult volunteers to 
take part in the research at four separate sites in Atlanta, Cincinnati, Nashville and Seattle.

Covid biggest NHS challenge since World War Two, says NHS boss
• The formation of the NHS after World War Two should serve as a template for how healthcare is delivered post-

Covid, the head of the NHS has said.
• Sir Simon Stevens says the demands of dealing with the coronavirus pandemic led the NHS to change rapidly and 

find new ways of working.
• "People have said this was the biggest health challenge since World War Two," he said.
• "It was in preparation for the Blitz in 1939 that hospitals started working together in the embryonic emergency 

service and that became the embryonic NHS.
• "You could argue that over the last 12 months the way the NHS has mobilized for the vaccination programme, and 

also the way hospitals worked together to ensure patients got the intensive care they needed, with better working 
with community services and local government - that sets the blueprint for the next phase of what our NHS needs to 
be.“

Evaluation shows no cases of clotting from COVID-19 vaccines in Wales
New research has shown that there have been no cases of COVID vaccine-related blood clots in Wales.
The rapid evaluation of the Welsh healthcare data, carried out by scientists at the SAIL (Secure Anonymized Information 
Linkage) Databank in Swansea University, was undertaken in response to an urgent request for information on COVID 
vaccine-related blood clots.
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Three Vulnerabilities Exposed During SolarWinds Attack & How It Could Have Been Prevented
A months-long hacking campaign believed to be made by a foreign government to infiltrate several U.S. government 
agencies proved to be one of the most sophisticated attacks the world has seen, but how did this happen? Cybersecurity 
professionals were left in the dark as this unfolded. Looking at how this could have been prevented, three distinct 
vulnerabilities stand out.
1. Leveraging the supply chain - Attackers gained access to the SolarWinds development process and injected 

malware, gaining access to the core network and the ability to launch multiple attacks. When SolarWinds 
customers received notifications of a software update sent by the company, they trusted it, which then allowed 
attackers to gain access to thousands of systems. As soon as the infected software was launched, a Command and 
Control (C2) channel was quickly established and became the launch pad for more attacks.

2. Taking advantage of single sign-on systems - Several organizations that were compromised used a single sign-on 
system (SSO) as their main form of protection for company resources. These systems allow organizations to protect 
many systems with one username and password. Microsoft sums up nicely: “Once in the network, the intruder then 
uses the administrative permissions acquired through the on-premises compromise to gain access to the 
organization’s global administrator account and/or trusted SAML token signing certificate.”

3. Exposing traditional multifactor authentication systems - Discovered around the same time as the SolarWinds 
attack, FireEye noticed that hackers gained access to the organization’s email servers with a username and 
password, and they had bypassed the multifactor authentication (MFA) system. FireEye shouldn’t have relied on 
just the MFA system to protect their email servers, but rather required proof of the user with biometrics.

As proved by these three key vulnerabilities, the organizations involved in the SolarWinds attack now know that hope is 
not a good strategy for security. Hope that no one outside of the business knows the username and password to the 
email server, hope that employees will notice the difference between a legitimate software update and a malware 
attempt, and hope that technology will know the difference between the white hats and black hats. If attackers had to 
prove their identity via identity-based authentication before modifying code or accessing sensitive information, they 
wouldn’t have gotten very far.

31Cybersecurity Update
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Multibillion-dollar offshore wind plan targets US ports
• The U.S. maritime sector stands to reap major benefits from an offshore wind initiative announced Monday by the 

White House that would jump-start billions of dollars of investment into ports and U.S.-made cargo ships.
• The proposal, which involves oversight from several cabinet-level departments including the U.S. Department of 

Transportation, aims to deploy 30 gigawatts of offshore wind in the United States by 2030. Meeting the target will 
spur more than $12B per year in capital investment in offshore wind projects along both U.S. coasts, according to an 
administration fact sheet. The plan forecasts more than 44,000 workers employed in offshore wind by 2030 and 
33,000 affiliated jobs in areas supported by offshore wind activity.

• Meeting the 2030 target will catalyze “massive supply chain benefits,” according to the plan. They include port 
upgrade investments totaling more than $500 million and the construction of four to six vessels that specialize in 
wind turbine installation in U.S. shipyards, each representing an investment between $250 million and $500 million.

• The offshore wind plan coincides with a funding opportunity announced Monday by the U.S. Maritime 
Administration, part of DOT, for port authorities to apply for $230 million in port and intermodal infrastructure-
related projects through the agency’s Port Infrastructure Development Program. Last year 18 projects won $220 
million in grants.

Rolls-Royce, Tecnam and Widerøe join forces to deliver an all-electric passenger aircraft ready for service
Rolls-Royce and airframer Tecnam are joining forces with Widerøe – the largest                                                  
regional airline in Scandinavia, to deliver an all-electric passenger aircraft for the                                          
commuter market, ready for revenue service in 2026. The project expands on                                                   
the successful research programme between Rolls-Royce and Widerøe on                                                            
sustainable aviation and the existing partnership between Rolls-Royce and                                                       
Tecnam on powering the all-electric P-Volt aircraft. The programme will look to                                                 
cover all elements of developing and delivering an all-electric passenger aircraft                                              
that could be used in the Norwegian market from 2026. Due to its topography, Norway makes extensive use of aviation 
for regional connectivity and has an ambition for all domestic flights to be zero emissions by 2040. 
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This New Supersonic Airliner Will Fly From NYC to London in Less Than an Hour
• A new supersonic commercial airliner was announced that will reach speeds of                                                 

Mach 4-plus. Aerion said the AS3 will make its first flight before the end of the                                               
decade, with the ability to fly up to 50 passengers for 7,000 miles.

• Aerion has already been working on the design of the smaller AS2 supersonic                                                  
business jet for years and says production will begin in 2023. The company is                                                
building a new 100-acre headquarters and production facility in Melbourne,                                                      
Fla., where it says it will produce 300 AS2 jets. It also recently announced that                                            
NetJets, the world’s largest fractional provider, has pre-ordered 20 AS2’s.

Tree Shaped Wind Turbines Soon To Be In Paris
• A French company called New Wind is                             installing tree shaped wind turbines Paris, France. The 

company’s founder, Jérôme Michaud-Larivière came up with the idea while in a Paris square, when he “saw the 
leaves tremble when there was not a breath of air.” He hopes the trees can be used to exploit small air currents 
flowing along buildings and streets and could eventually be installed in people’s yards and urban centres.

• He is the first to admit the efficiency of the trees is low compared to more consistent currents higher up but believes 
the £23,500 trees are more viable and less intrusive than ‘monstrous’ conventional wind turbines. 
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Could America’s historic import crunch get even worse? 36

• The number of container ships at anchor off California is down from the all-time high, but that                                 
doesn’t necessarily mean the U.S. import boom is winding down.

• “If you think the worst is over, be cautious,” warned Michael Braun, vice president of customer solutions at Norway-
based Xeneta, a company that tracks container contract rates. “In some cases, it could stay as difficult or get worse 
— especially in the U.S.,” said Braun during an online presentation Tuesday.

• “It is more and more clear that the situation we are currently in is going to stay here for some time. If you had asked 
me a half-year ago what would happen, I would say we’d see some relief after Chinese New Year. But everything is 
dragging on longer than previously expected.

• “We’re now pretty sure that the peak situation we currently see is going to last throughout the whole summer, 
without any kind of [letup before] the peak season we usually see in the summer.”

• According to Braun, “What we’re seeing now is that demand from the shipper side is going to last. We are still 
seeing a number of shippers who have twice their regular monthly demand as they’re stocking up warehouses or 
coping with additional demand.”

• According to Murphy, CEO of Sea-Intelligence in Copenhagen, Denmark, “In the past 29 years, the U.S. has never 
seen such a low level of retail inventory relative to sales as in January. And this is despite the boom in import cargo.”

• Xeneta collects comprehensive data on ocean shipping contract rates. Its data shows long-term rates on the Asia-
West Coast route are up 50% year-on-year, to $2,640 per FEU. Spot rates on that route were $4,056 per FEU, up 
156% year-on-year.

• The company estimated that long-term rates on the Asia-East Coast route were up 28% year-on-year, to $3,659 per 
FEU. The average rate in the short-term market for that route was $5,058 per FEU, up 79% year-on-year.

• Xeneta’s long-term rate estimate for the Asia-West Coast market mirrors statements made Monday by ZIM CEO Eli 
Glickman, who disclosed that ZIM’s contract rates this year were up 50%.  

• Such extreme rate hikes have negative implications for U.S. importers — and are now receiving attention at the 
highest levels. “Everybody thought this was going to be a quick storm. That it was going to be over in a quarter and 
everything would go back to normal”. 


